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ABSTRACT
Corruption is one of the most troubling societal challenges facing businesses today. Businesses have been
combating corruption in fragmented ways, sometimes by creating anti-corruption policies applicable to certain
stakeholders and, at other times, by harnessing digital technologies. Recently, the power of blockchain, with its
capacity to provide full transactional disclosure and thereby reduce uncertainty, insecurity, and ambiguity in
transactions, has been touted as being a game changer in the fight against corruption. Based on a study of the
global shipping industry, we find that blockchain mitigates both process and document-related corruption. Based
on these findings, we develop an understanding of how corruption may be combated using both social and
digital/informational resources, including blockchain technology. Our model, drawing on past work on corruption,
shows the complex interplay between identity, institutional actors, technical and other resources, and practices,
and we develop conditions that could be effective in fighting corruption by using technologies such as blockchain.
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Introduction

Corruption is one of the most troubling societal challenges facing organizational managers today and often
involves individuals or organizations misusing their positions to benefit themselves [45, 8182]. The
consequence of corruption can be uncertainty, inefficiency, and/or unfairness across all human and business
activities [26]. According to the United Nations (UN), “corruption is a serious impediment to the rule of law
and sustainable development” [29], and it is estimated that corruption adds approximately 10 percent to the
cost of doing business globally [20]. A number of measures have been taken worldwide to combat
corruption and related fraud [27]. Examples of international initiatives include the formation of the UN
Convention against Corruption, which is the only legally binding universal anti-corruption instrument.
Within the maritime sector, the context of our investigation, more than 100 organizations have formed a
nongovernmental organization—the Maritime Anti-Corruption Network—to work toward “the vision of a
maritime industry free of corruption that enables fair trade to the benefit of society at large.” The
problematic aspect of these types of initiatives is that “anticorruption campaigns have always begun with
enthusiasm and ended with cynicism” [47, p. 24] and have had a limited impact on corruption [68]. Whether
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in academic or trade literature, proposed remedies to corruption and related fraud generally point to
somewhat generic issues such as leadership, policies, institutional change, extensive training, rigorous
vetting of local consultants/agents, and so on.

There is, however, increasing recognition that the power of information technology (IT), particularly that
of the Internet and its applications such as e-government, can be harnessed to address corruption and fraud
[58, 84]. Interestingly, multiple studies reviewed have suggested mixed or contradictory effects of IT on
corrupt and fraudulent activities [see, for instance, 84]. Recently, blockchain has been promoted as a
revolutionary technology with the capacity to lower uncertainty, insecurity, and ambiguity in business
transactions by providing single truth for all network participants [13, 16, 48, 66, 97]. This has led thought
leaders such as Santiso [77] to wonder “Can it [blockchain] be a game changer in the global fight against
corruption?” He concludes that it can possibly be (a game changer) and offers the following rationale
(emphasis added):

Blockchain has two distinctive features that make it a potent tool against corruption. First, it provides an
unprecedented level of security of the information and the integrity of records it manages, guaranteeing
their authenticity. It eliminates opportunities for falsification and the risks associated with having a single
point of failure in the management of data. It also helps overcome the data silos in traditional bureaucracies
in which public entities are reluctant to share information among themselves.

While the first point (in the aforementioned quote) refers to data integrity, the second refers to
transparency through data sharing ability [28]. Despite the obvious promise of blockchain and the hype
surrounding it, there is little evidence beyond the facilitation of cryptocurrency, where disinterested
researchers have intensively studied the role of blockchain to reveal how and under what conditions this
technology can help combat the evils of corruption and related fraud. Thus, our research question for the
study is:

Can blockchain help combat corruption and related fraud, and if so, how and under what circumstances?

Based on our findings with respect to the question, we will also offer practical implications.
Our study was undertaken in the global shipping context, where a strategic decision was taken by a

major shipping company to adopt blockchain with the intention of streamlining document handling and
eliminating corrupt practices that had become part and parcel of doing business. Through our study, we
aspire to make several empirical and theoretical contributions. First, while previous studies have focused
primarily on blockchain as a facilitator of cryptocurrency transactions, our study addresses an important
societal challenge of today—that of corruption and fraud in global shipping—and seeks to offer a
sociotechnical understanding of how corruption and fraud may be combated, in line with recent calls for
research to be aligned with the discipline’s “axis of cohesion” [79]. Second, through the revelatory case
narrative, we present a “consultable record” [89] of how corruption and related fraud can occur, and
when/how blockchain may (or may not) be able to help.

Overview of Two Key Areas: Corruption and Blockchain

Corruption

According to Transparency International, the fundamental issue with corruption is that it corrodes the fabric
of society. It is the “unwanted virus” [89] or a “cancer” [93] that must be eradicated [88], since it
undermines people’s trust in political and economic systems, institutions, and leaders [87]. This view on
corruption illustrates a broad take on the phenomena, which historically has focused on “the misuse of
public office for private gain” [94]. Today, corruption is seen as “the abuse of entrusted power for private
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gain” [40, 84] or “organizational gain” [8, 22] and includes activities such as bribes, kickbacks,
embezzlement, illicit gifts, favors, nepotism, and informal promises [11, 21, 22, 51, 69].

The recognition of corruption and anti-corruption activities in the world has spurred research in many
fields, including economics, political science, sociology, organization studies, management, strategy, supply
chain, international business, business ethics, psychology, philosophy, and IS. In organization studies and
management, research has focused on the organizational context in which corruption occurs, for instance,
with the number of actors involved [49]. An important contribution from organizational research is the
widening of corruption from a state of misuse to also a process [4, 8]. Drawing on organizational research,
which is generally silent about the role of IS in creating conditions for or against corruption, we find a
number of concepts and theoretical models related to combating corruption that are potentially relevant to
our work, and we discuss a small but important subset. Adopting an open systems perspective, Lange [49, p.
715] offers a corruption control circumplex with 8 types of control mechanisms that are categorized as
“autonomy reduction,” “intrinsically oriented controls,” “environmental sanctioning,” and “consequence
systems.” The circumplex—consisting of many simultaneously active control mechanisms—provides an
opportunity for looking at IT and blockchain as having multiple roles in preventing corruption. Bernstein
[18], conversely, discusses the various kinds of transparency, not all of which are needed to control
corruption, that could function as a basis for theorizing on what blockchain actually does. More relevant is a
theoretical framework based on the interplay between “institutional logics, resources, and institutional
entrepreneurs” [62], which allows the inclusion of IT in general and blockchain in particular. Indeed, our
theoretical model will build on and adapt Misangyi et al. [62] work by introducing the role of technology
that interact with the social processes [79] related to dealing with corruption.

Review of IS-Related Corruption Literature

Corruption is of great concern to the IS community [1, 34, 84], but in most IS studies, corruption is an
explanatory variable or empirical context [see, for instance 9, 34, 60, 82], not the focal phenomenon. There
are a few exceptions though [1, 84]. Thus, there exists limited conceptual understanding of how IT relates to
corruption in IS. However, in public administration [5, 2425, 43, 45, 63, 83], and especially in e-government
research [19, 44, 55, 91], there is a body of research focused on how IT can mitigate corruption. In the
Online Supplemental Appendix A1, we summarize our review of IS-related research on the role of IT in
corruption.

Starting with the positive and encouraging results, there are multiple studies that offer empirical evidence
that IT can curb corruption [6, 7, 43, 55, 73, 83, 84]. IT introduces transparency into the decision-making
processes of governmental officials, and it demands accountability [31, 45]. For example, a study notes that
“e-government reduces contact between corrupt officials and citizens and increases transparency and
accountability” [6]. However, in many cases, it is hard to know how IT actually affects corruption since “IT
aiming at ambitious institutional changes [encounters] obstacles from the wider context of government and
society that [erodes its] anti-corruption effects” [1]. Furthermore, most research is based on secondary data
from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OCED) and similar sources. For
instance, Andersen [6] used panel data and standard indices of IT usage to infer conclusions about
corruption. More detailed descriptions are found in a small number of published cases studies [e.g., 25, 44].
As previously mentioned, much of the existing research is based on secondary data. In addition, the unit of
analysis is that of countries, and corruption is assessed using some form of an aggregated measure, such as
the Control of Corruption Indicator [42]. However, this measure does not specify or help differentiate
between the different types of corruption, such as grand, systemic, and petty corruption. Furthermore, most
existing research is from developing countries, such as China, Ghana, and India where e-government is seen
as the silver bullet for preventing corruption.
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Blockchain in Global Supply Chain

Similar to how Nakamoto envisioned blockchain would transform money and payments, Santiso [77]
articulated his hope that blockchain would be the silver bullet in fighting global corruption. In reviewing the
emerging literature on the topic, we found either technically oriented abstract work, for example, about a
consensus algorithm [50] and cryptocurrencies [37, 67, 86], or domain-specific work covering the Internet
of Things [23], e-identification [85], shipping [41], maritime sector [72], health care [2], the food supply
chain [4647], governance issues [97], and the choice of blockchain technology [121314]. However, this
existing research deals with limited aspects of blockchain, featuring few applications that demonstrate the
fact that the real transformative power of blockchain lies in “its openness and technologically driven
capability to pervade multiple vertical layers of [the] digital ecosystem infrastructure” [33]. This applies
particularly for the supply chain and shipping context, where blockchain use cases are found along the entire
supply chain [61, 92, 95] and where there are strong requirements for validation and immutable transactions
[33] with key documents [56, 61].

Blockchain, being a distributed technology, is touted to provide transparency, traceability, and secure
transactions to distributed nodes (supply chain members) via a peer-to-peer communication network [16, 48,
66]. It is a strategic tool [30], which ensures that supply chain stakeholder requirements for various goals are
fulfilled [76] by increasing product provenance information—for example, origin, production,
modifications, and custody [64]. This may reduce logistics costs and optimize operations, for instance, with
fresh food delivery [70]. This is also helpful when integrating blockchain with legacy backbone systems
because information can be shared with partners while ensuring different levels of visibility along the supply
chain [57]. This property can help detect counterfeit products [3]. Blockchain can establish trust and create
traceability by ensuring secure and authenticated information in logistics and supply networks [35, 46].
Overall, blockchain may be thought of as an information infrastructure [39]. Furthermore, it provides data
integrity and transparency, similar to what many centralized, secured e-government systems do in public
decision-making processes [84] which can curb illegal practices.

Methodology

Data collection, undertaken by the second, third, and fourth-listed (equal) authors, has been an ongoing
process from 2012 to 2020, with the addition of new interviewees as our insights and understanding evolved
and new questions emerged. Furthermore, our focus has also shifted as we analyzed, reflected on, and
enriched our insights and gained new knowledge about the global shipping context and the role of digital
technologies. For example, the theme of corruption was not a focus of ours early on but emerged as an
important theme through the many conversations with our interviewees and the first-listed author. Similarly,
our interest in blockchain emerged in around 2017 as a major shipping line (pseudonym SHIPCo) started
experimenting with blockchain in a strategic cooperation with a major tech partner (pseudonym TECHCo).

Several of the interviewees saw IT as a means to improve international trade, especially the supply chain
with regard to both efficiency and security. We interviewed a range of key stakeholders in SHIPCo and
TECHCo including the CEO, the strategy officer, the chief financial officer, the chief information officer,
the digital information officer, and innovation team members. We also spoke to governmental authorities,
personnel in anti-corruption bodies, and several IT-related people with deep insights into both IT and the
complexity of international shipping. Furthermore, the research team became a partner in a large sponsored
research project on international trade with more than 70 partners. This opened the doors to set up focus
groups with traders and authorities plus a range of IT providers trying to set up solutions in so-called living
labs [15]. To investigate the problems in international trade, fresh products were physically followed from
farms in an African nation (pseudonym AFCT) to their point of retail distribution in Europe. Regarding
corruption, several of the interviewees mentioned facilitation fees and how the use of such fees through
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service providers facilitated the flow of paperwork and goods and prevented unnecessary delays. The main
aim of the collaboration between SHIPCo and TECHCo was to propose IT solutions to address the main
issues of international trade through shipping. This included blockchain technology prototypes that were
being piloted and later adopted, to varying degrees. The results of this work by SHIPCo and TECHCo laid
the foundation for a commercial solution that is being increasingly adopted by traders, shipping lines, and
authorities in the world. This solution based on blockchain became the focus of our research from 2017 to
2020. In 2019 and 2020, we revisited the previous interviews and deliberately selected relevant individuals
for new interviews focused primarily on corruption. The number of interviews conducted, along with the
profiles/positions of the interviewees by year, are listed in Table 1. We note that many of the individuals
were interviewed on multiple occasions.

Case Study Genre: Interpretive Case Study

Consistent with the tenets of the chosen case study genre and the constructivist nature of the work, we have
followed Walsham’s [89, 90] guidelines broadly. A summary of the methodological considerations for the
study are provided in the Online Supplemental Appendix A2, adapted from Sarker and Sarker [78].

Case Narrative: Global Shipping and Nature of Corruption

Our investigation started with the flow of agricultural goods between ports of an African country
(pseudonym AFCT) and of a country in Europe (pseudonym EUCT). When goods are exported from AFCT
to EUCT, it passes through a chain of up to 40 actors who each enact a specific role in the supply chain.
Some steps are common regardless of different factors, while others are specific to the trade route (means of

Table 1. Interviews conducted by role and year (Table view)

Role 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Influencers 3 nonprofit

organization
1 director
of
association

1 director
of
association

1 nonprofit
organization
and 2
governmental
officers

3
governmental
officers

2
governmental
officers

3
gov
offic

Shipping line 2 CIOs and 
4 innovation
team
members

8 top
managers
including
the CEO,
CFO, SO,
CIO, and 4
innovation
leaders

2 top
managers
and 5 local
managers

3 top
managers
and 5 local
managers

11 top
managers

2 top
managers

1 to
ma

Traders/Shippers  4 traders 26 traders 45 traders 19 traders 5 traders 2 tr
Authorities  6 customs

officers
9 customs
officers

16 customs
officers and
15 port of
authority
officers

12 customs
officers and
port of
authority
officers

7 customs
officers and
port of
authority
officers

6 cu
offic

Service
providers

 16 terminal
operators
and
service
providers

6 service 
providers

19 service
providers

16 service
providers

8 service
providers

2 se
pro

Total 9 29 49 108 58 22 11

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0001.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0001.xhtml
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transport, traversed borders, etc.), the kind of goods exported, and the specific actors involved. For the
goods, we mapped points of corruption along the journey. In our case, the focal good is an agricultural
product (pseudonym AGRI_PROD) that must be suitable for human consumption when it arrives, and thus
has to be transported in refrigerated containers. Since AGRI_PRODs are perishable, transportation is subject
to time pressure. Longer lead times affect both the shelf life and the selling price. These aspects raise
additional possibilities for corruption compared to some less time-sensitive products, given that export
requires several kinds of processing and issuance/checking of multiple certificates.

The shipping of AGRI_PROD consists of three combined processes—export, shipping, and import—that
are connected through containerized ocean shipping. First, farmers grow, harvest, and package the
AGRI_PRODs before they are picked up by local freight forwarders and brought to the port of departure.
When cleared for export, the AGRI_PRODs are loaded on and transported by a designated ship to Europe,
typically through the Suez Canal and the Mediterranean Sea. On the import side, the AGRI_PRODs arrive
through a major port in EUCT and need to be cleared for unloading by the EUCT authorities before entering
the country, and, subsequently, must be approved for import by another office of the EUCT authorities. The
cleared goods can then leave the port area and are transported to other locations and, in some cases,
reexported to other countries in Europe and beyond.

Points of Corruption

The potential for corruption in the international shipping of AGRI_PRODs is related to the many steps in
the supply chain, where specific actors (organizations and individuals) have delegated authority. Over 40
organizations are involved in the chain, and any one of them can hold back the container in the export of
AGRI_PRODs from AFCT to EUCT. At every single point in the chain, there is a potential for corrupt
behavior. Table 2 provides a sample of the corruption possibilities we identified by tracking shipments of
AGRI_PRODs. In Figure 1, these points of corruption are visualized with respect to the flow of products
through export and import.

Table 2. Corruption possibilities (Table view)

Code Corruption
Event

Description

 Process-related corruption
Pa1 Gating in to

port,
prioritization

To avoid extensive waiting time for trucks and containers at the port gates, paying a
surcharge allows one to be prioritized and to bypass the queue of waiting container
vessels.

Pa2 Port opening
hours

Getting in to the port outside normal operating hours is possible by paying a fee.

Pa3 Certificate of
origin,
processing

The certificate of origin establishing the provenance of goods needs to be physically
stamped before loading on a ship for export. Fees may need to be paid to enable and
speed up processing.

Pa4 Veterinary
certificate,
processing

The veterinary certificate establishes that the producers of the goods have been
subject to the relevant veterinary inspection. Fees may need to be paid to enable or
speed up processing.

Pa5 Phytosanitary
certificate,
processing

The phytosanitary certificate establishes that the goods meet relevant health
considerations (i.e., concerning the use of pesticides). Fees may need to be paid to
enable or speed up processing.

Pa6 Export
declaration,
processing

The export declaration establishes that the goods are being exported and are not
subject to export taxation rules. Fees may need to be paid to enable or speed up
processing.

Pa7 Ship departure
slots

Ship departure slots from ports are allocated manually. Fees may need to be paid to
obtain a slot and/or reduce waiting time when the ship is ready for departure.

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0002.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/f0001.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0002.xhtml
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Corruption primarily happens either in relation to speeding up/delaying the flow of goods or in relation
to the certificates and declarations that are necessary to process export and import declarations. As can be
seen in Figure 1, the complete journey (i.e., a typical journey without extraordinary events) from the farmer
to the warehouse for distributions was, according to our investigation, 34 days. About half of this time is
idle time related to, for example, waiting to be allowed into the port area of AFCT (which is often jammed
with traffic) to unload goods. This is then a possible point of corruption (Pa1 in Table 2), where one needs to
pay a facilitation fee to get into the queue earlier or extend the port’s opening hours (Pa2) so that the
AGRI_PRODs can be loaded before a given vessel sails off, instead of waiting up to a week for the next
departing vessel. In fact, we learned that some authorities systematically cause delays and then organize
facilitation activities around possibilities to work around formal opening hours, planning or delaying ship
departures to formally closed hours (Pa3) or counting on getting document issued on Sundays to be able to

Code Corruption
Event

Description

 Process-related corruption
Pa8 Passage

through Suez
Canal

Gifts or direct payment of fees may be needed to grant passage through the
controlled channel.

Pa9 Use of import
service

Using consultants with extensive process knowledge and personal networks may
resolve the issue and speed up processing, e.g., of imported goods at the destination
country.

Pa10 Overlooked
control task

Customs agents overlook inspection duties, allowing for smuggling of illegal goods.

 Documentation-related corruption
Pb1 Certificate of

origin, issuing
The incorrect issuing or approval of this certificate containing fraudulent information.

Pb2 Veterinary
certificate,
issuing

The incorrect issuing of this certificate containing fraudulent information.

Pb3 Phytosanitary
certificate,
issuing

The incorrect issuing or approval of this certificate containing fraudulent information.

Pb4 Export
declaration,
approval

The incorrect approval of an export declaration stating incorrect information.

Pb5 Import
declaration

The incorrect lodging and approval of an import declaration specifying product details
that determine import duties.

Pb6 Tax declaration The incorrect lodging and approval of a product’s categorization or of the country of
origin to reduce or avoid taxation.

Pb7 Pro forma
invoices

Falsified invoices not matching real shipments or the actual contained goods to
reduce taxes.

Pb8 Fake
organizations

Use of nonexistent or storefront organizations for tax evasion.

Figure 1. Points of corruption during the shipping of AGRI_PRODs from AFCT to EUCT

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/f0001.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0002.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/f0001.xhtml
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meet a weekly departure slot (Pa4–Pa6). Some of these activities are, by our definition, corrupt behaviors.
While not formally illegal, they extort or at least encourage the payment of facilitation fees (e.g., an express
handling and after-hours surcharge). Less openly and commonly not including obvious monetary payments
or demands for such payments, service providers offer to assist and facilitate this process; this happens in
the African as well as European ports. For example, specialized service providers facilitate the clearance of
fresh produce that involves phytosanitary authorities and also customs offices for duties. These service
providers can assist in direct product flows in ports of entry whereby the import process would be far
smoother than without their assistance. On the EUCT import side, the most relevant points of process
corruption were related to the influence of organized crime to impact control of processes. This might
include the setup of illegitimate companies to deal with import taxes and duties (Pa9) and to enable
smuggling of illegal products, such as drugs or weapons (Pa10). Corrupt officials are engaged in these
activities by overlooking their responsibilities of ensuring adequate controls.

A second category of corruption pertains to the falsification of documents needed for export and import
or issuing them on incorrect grounds. For example, because AFCT and the European Union have a free
trade agreement covering agricultural products, AGRI_PRODs from AFCT are not subject to import duties.
But AGRI_PRODs from other countries may be subject to duties. Therefore, AGRI_PRODs that are shipped
through AFCT and incorrectly certified (Pb1) as produced in AFCT will not be subject to import duties.
Similarly, there might be economic advantages from fraudulent certificates regarding health inspections, the
use of pesticides in products, the product category, and other important certificates (Pb2–Pb4) that make
shipping possible or economically more attractive. For example, if AGRI_PRODs are categorized, for
example, as fresh-cut roses or grafted roses, they are subject to different rules and tariffs (Pb6). Also stated
quantities, weight, and volumes impact duties and fees and are therefore frequently stated incorrectly and
approved at various places in the process (Pb5). Incorrect issuing or approval of original documents has
traditionally been an important source of fraud/corruption since the import authorities only accept original
documents with stamps and signatures that are difficult to forge. Import authorities require these documents
to be presented in their original form, with a reference number that is also logged on the AFCT side. Prior to
blockchain, importing authorities in EUCT would call, mail, or fax their AFCT counterparts to validate the
existence and accuracy of key certificates. Sometimes, inconsistencies arising from the tampering of logged
records in AFCT would be identified through a labor-intensive process. However, irrespective of the
technology implemented, there was no easy way to prevent scenarios where a certificate should not have
been issued in the first place.

Another possibility to exploit weaknesses in document handling is related to the acceptance of pro forma
invoices in the import process (Pb7). These invoices are the grounds for calculating duties but can differ
substantially from the actual invoices used in commercial transactions. Of course, there are other behaviors
of customs officers and authorities (e.g., punctuality, discipline in documentation that can aid corruption)
and infrastructure issues that can only be partially managed with non-governmental policies and latest
technologies. We consider them to be outside the scope of our study.

Role of Digitization

In this context, digital technologies that help manage the possibilities for corruption have been implemented
in three phases. The first was part of a broad adoption of enterprise applications such as supply chain
management systems and accounting systems in various organizations (including the SHIPCo) participating
in the shipping process. Some companies were earlier adopters than others; for example, SHIPCo already
had elaborate IT enablement in place in the 1980s. Others, such a minor AFCT growers, are in the early
stages of introducing digital technologies. Fundamentally, these technologies digitize processes internal to
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companies. Their widespread adoption means that most data elements related to shipping are digitized at
some point and are being processed by some digital means.

The second era has seen the introduction of e-customs systems that digitize specific information
exchanges. In the European Union, e-customs is regulated centrally and is moving toward a harmonized set
of applications. While the customs and trade systems are numerous, the most important systems for the
shipping of AGRI_PRODs from AFCT are the import declaration system, customs risk assessment systems,
and the database for the European Operators Registration and Identification system. Recently, the import
declaration system has been integrated as a sub-component of a new automated import system. In AFCT, e-
customs was introduced as part of the Revenue Administration Reform and Modernization Program, which,
among other things, established a national revenue system. Previously, revenue control was enabled by a
multitude of subsystems, each managed independently with individual digital identities used. In 2018, it was
replaced by the Integrated Customs System. Because of the growing complexity of e-government solutions,
both the AFCT and European authorities have also introduced central connection points, referred to as single
windows, that serve as portal systems that give access to a large set of governmental systems.

Finally, in the third era, the shipping industry has, over the last few years, seen an explosion in initiatives
embracing blockchain. AFCT pioneered the use of blockchain in trade when an application was trialed in
2016-2017 as a proof-of-concept to enable and track information exchanges in a few shipments of flowers.
The experiences were positive, and there was a subsequent move toward implementation. To do so, the
decision was made together with other African countries to develop a shared blockchain-based solution,
following the Tangle architecture by IOTA. This project was due for completion in 2020 but has been
delayed.

Instead, other initiatives involving customs authorities have moved faster to address supply chain
traceability and/or document exchange with blockchain. The Israeli shipper ZIM, in 2017, and the G2 Ocean
consortium, in 2018, presented their respective solutions to digitize the bill of lading using blockchain. Soon
after, Maqta Gateway piloted a blockchain-based solution for the Abu Dhabi port community, and in 2019, a
multimodal blockchain solution to trace products combining road and sea transport from Chongqing in
China to Singapore. The blockchain application that has gained widespread adoption is TradeLens, a
partnership between Mærsk and IBM that was commercially released in 2018. As of 2020, TradeLens has
gained a growing user base comprising more than 100 international ports, 10 national customs authorities,
and 10 international shipping lines. Taken together, the shipping lines in the TradeLens ecosystem account
for approximately 65 percent of global container shipments. In the Online Supplemental Appendix A3, we
summarize the key blockchain related shipping initiatives.

A point worth noting is that while pilots of these systems have been tested around the world,
commercialization of blockchain in shipping is still in its infancy, especially in AFCT, which prompted us to
adopt three approaches in assessing the impact of blockchain and related technologies on corruption in
shipping: a retrospective approach, a focus on current state-of-affairs, and a prospective approach. Through
a retrospective approach, we constructed how goods flow through the system, what kinds of corruption and
fraud have been known to occur, and how gradually digital technologies have been introduced over the
years. The current state of affairs is based on concrete examples from experimental use of blockchain
technologies, in EUCT as well as other countries around the world. The status of Blockchain
implementation in AFCT is also reported. Finally, our prospective account was based on: a) the emergent
use cases across the globe of the Blockchain application started by the two partners (SHIPCo and TECHCo),
and b) expert opinions on the impacts of the Blockchain technology in the future, since this state-of-the art
technology has not been fully implemented and routinized. We have discussed the reported effects and
anticipated effects separately later in the paper.

Theoretical Lens
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Following the interpretive case research tradition, we use a theoretical framework adapted from [62] as a
lens to make sense of the complex, multidimensional, and messy world represented in the empirical
material. We note that while the lens does not explicitly highlight the role of digital technologies, it does
allow us to focus on the interplay between institutional logics, institutional entrepreneurs, and resources
(including digital resources such as blockchain) that are all indicated in our empirical material. Through the
data-theory interaction, a sociotechnical understanding of how corruption is being tackled in the global
shipping arena emerged.

Let us briefly review the different concepts [73] and thereafter understand how they work together. First,
we consider the social actors. Social actors operate in the institutional field and carry meaning that both
reflects and is reflective of practices. Institutions tend to influence the practices of the actors through the
regulative, normative, and cognitive pillars [32]. The actors’ practices also draw on the resources they have
available: economic, social, symbolic, and even cultural. Given the different rules and schemas of the actors
initially, they have fragmented identities as a collective. That is, they enact competing institutional logics in
their practices, while simultaneously trying to coopt or coerce other social actors to act in accordance with
their preferred logic or to adopt compromised positions as necessary [4]. While there can be a variety of
social actors, the ones who are most pertinent for our context (of combating corruption) are those who are
keen to retain the existing state of affairs (i.e., the “defenders of the status quo” – those defending and
reproducing the corrupt order), those who are indifferent and are willing to go with the flow to achieve their
own goals, and those who seek to actively promote changes to the existing state of affairs (i.e., the
“institutional entrepreneurs” – those championing and working toward a corruption-free order) by creating a
different system of meaning and coopting/coercing disparate set of actors to behave consistently [32]. Being
effective in institutional entrepreneurship is far from trivial for a number of reasons. Indeed, the literature
acknowledges “that the emergence of novelty [the new institutional reality] is not [an] easy or predictable
process and is rife with politics and ongoing negotiation” [32].

Furthermore, the institutional entrepreneurs must have access to resources, including digital
technologies, whose properties must be framed in a way that is meaningful to the other groups of social
actors. Only through this access may a shared “system of meaning” and a shared identity with
accompanying schema and rules result.

Case Interpretation

We now present the evolution of the entire institutional field of the shipping of agricultural products such as
AGRI_PRODs from a major port in AFCT to a major port in EUCT. We present four different eras with
respect to the coordination of efforts: era 1 (1985-2000), era 2 (2000-2015), era 3 (2015-2020), and era 4
(ongoing since 2021). Table 3 presents an overview of the four eras and subsequently interprets the process
by which the corrupt institutional field in global shipping has gradually moved toward becoming an anti-
corrupt field.

Table 3. The Institutional field of corruption in the global shipping case and the four eras (Table view)

Key 
Concepts

Era 1 (approx. 1985-
2000)

Era 2 (approx. 2000-2015) Era 3 (approx. 2015-
2020)

Era 4 (approx.
2020-2030)

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0003.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0003.xhtml
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Key 
Concepts

Era 1 (approx. 1985-
2000)

Era 2 (approx. 2000-2015) Era 3 (approx. 2015-
2020)

Era 4 (approx.
2020-2030)

Identity Fragmented identity
related to corruption 
 
Fragmented between
efficiency-at-all-costs
mindset, service-provider-
for-a-price (status quo),
and emergence of anti-
corruption identities of
social actors

Disjointed identity related
to corruption 
 
Anti-corruption identity
starts to strengthen,
though competing logics
among social actors and
lack of widespread buy-in
of the “corruption-as-a-
societal-ill” framing exists

Emergent Identity
against corruption 
 
Anti-corruption
identity becoming
dominant

Unified and
normalized
identity against
corruption 
 
Anti-corruption
identity is
expected to be
seen taken-for-
granted, with
the identities
condoning or
supporting
corruption being
the rare
exception.

Social
actors

Defenders of status quo
are in large proportion, if
not dominant. Majority of
actors indifferent to the
issue of corruption,
seeking to run business
with efficiency and
expediency. New
realization among a key
actor (SHIPCo) that it has
a responsibility to prevent
corruption that is harmful
to society. No serious
institutional
entrepreneurship.

Institutional entrepreneurs
gaining in momentum,
forming alliances through
anti-corruption interest
organizations. With the
laws catching up, passive
actors or defenders of
status quo are challenged
in their use of corruption as
a natural part of business.
In some cases (though
rare), corruption can lead
to heavy fines and
prosecution of individuals.

Anti-corruption
institutional
entrepreneurial
actors are becoming
dominant as
defenders of the anti-
corruption
institutional order.
Passive actors are
being coopted or
coerced into
accepting this order
as business rationale
favors enactment of
anti-corrupt schemas
and routines.

Anti-corruption
is the norm and
anti-corruption
actors are
engaged in
defending the
new institutional
order. Actors
not conforming
to the order is
systematically
excluded from
participation in
trade
processes.

Schemas
and
routines

Corruption is a natural
part of doing business 
 
Corruption not having any
stigma, and seen as “gifts
for services” or
“lubrication” 
 
Special accounts for
corruption—deductible
operating costs 
 
Using paper-based and
cash-based transactions
—easy to hide corrupt
payments

Corruption as sometimes a
necessary evil 
 
Coexistence of paper and
cash-based process with
digital processes 
 
Slush-funds and pocket
money to be used to
grease palms for the sake
of efficiency. Use of local
service providers to make
payments, thereby
circumventing internal
policies (outsourcing of
corruption). 
 
Physical papers are
mirrored in IT, allowing for
some degree of
authenticity checking of
documents

Moral commitment to
eradicating
corruption 
 
Digitalization of trade
and use of
blockchain-enabled
process for
transparency and
secure trade
document exchange
in select locations 
 
Removal of cash
from trade process
making bribery very
difficult. 
 
Management action
to minimize their
legal exposure, from
being seen as
aiding/abetting
corruption.

Digitalization of
trade and use of
blockchain-
enabled process
for transparency
and secure
trade document
exchange 
 
Automation
through smart
contracts
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Key 
Concepts

Era 1 (approx. 1985-
2000)

Era 2 (approx. 2000-2015) Era 3 (approx. 2015-
2020)

Era 4 (approx.
2020-2030)

Resources
(including
digital)

Very limited initially but
introduction of an official
anti-corruption policy by
one actor and an
intraorganizational
transaction systems that
made bribes and
payments visible within
organizations

Policy of limited number of
companies and strong
judicial systems with anti-
corruption laws 
 
Interorganizational
transaction systems seen
as resolving some
documentation validation
issues

Blockchain for
complete
transparency of
process to hold
actors accountable 
 
Strengthened
coalition of anti-
corruption supporting
actors

Access to
blockchain
becomes key
resource for
business
operations,
enabling
voluntary
compliance

Framing No effective framing Competing frames with
respect to policies and
technologies for
interorganizational systems
but traders express longing
to go back to “good old
paper-days”

Moral imperative to
remove corruption
from the shipping
process 
 
Blockchain touted as
“neutral ground” for
business to digitize
shipping, framed as
trade-enabling for all
actors 
 
Blockchain seen by
senior managers as
a tool to avoid
personal prosecution
due to staff actions
found to be related to
corruption

Blockchain seen
as an integral
part of
conducting
efficient and
corruption-free
trade

Practices Presentation of false
documents to
authorities/customs at
destination 
 
Payment of facilitation
fees, directly or indirectly,
in response to new
accounting practices and
internal controls 
 
Articulation of anti-
corruption policy by one
actor but only partial
cooptation of other actors 
 
Rationalization by corrupt
actors

Possible
manipulation/falsification of
documents electronically 
 
Institutional entrepreneurs
draw on company policy
and strong judicial systems
with anti-corruption laws 
 
Limited rationalization by
corrupt actors

Cooptation and
coercion of
defenders of corrupt
order by institutional
entrepreneurs 
 
Dealing with
implementation
complexities of
blockchain in
particular integration
to existing legacy
systems

Dealing with
interoperability
between
blockchain
solutions 
 
Encouraging
participation in
the blockchain
application for
access to
business
network and for
greater
efficiency; de-
risking based on
data available in
blockchain
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Key 
Concepts

Era 1 (approx. 1985-
2000)

Era 2 (approx. 2000-2015) Era 3 (approx. 2015-
2020)

Era 4 (approx.
2020-2030)

Nature of
corruption
addressed

Limited impact. 
 
Decreasing level of direct
corruption by some actors
due to: a) articulation of
an uncorrupt policy by a
key actor; and b)
implementation of
accounting practices and
internal transaction
control

Some level of validation of
certificates and documents,
though no guarantees 
 
Removes (or separates
spatially) human-to-human
transactions. 
 
Institutional entrepreneurs
framing corruption as a
societal ill; this is to resist
direct corruption based on
their collective economic
and political powers.

Immutability of
events on the
blockchain makes
falsification of
certificates and
declarations largely
disappear 
 
Move to remove
human involvement,
thus fewer
possibilities to
deliberately stall or
delay processes 
 
Transparency
provided by the
blockchain’s
distributed ledger
technology prevents,
for instance stalling 
 

Prevention
rather than
detection (and
subsequent
prosecution) of
corruption as
risk of exposure
and
accountability is
getting known

   Improved
retrospective
accountability about
any sort of bribery or
facilitation payments
or receipt

 

Resolved
corruption

Please see Table 4

Table 4. Corruption possibilities and impact of digital and other resources (Table view)

Type of Corruption Corruption Event Impact of Policies, Laws, and Digital Technologies
(Including Blockchain)

Era 1 Era 2 Era 3 Era 4*
Process-related
corruption

Gating in to port,
prioritization (Pa1)

    

Port opening hours (Pa2)     
Certificate of origin,
processing (Pa3)

Partially
resolved

 Resolved  

Veterinary certificate,
processing (Pa4)

Partially
resolved

  Expectation

Physio sanitary certificate,
processing (Pa5)

Partially
resolved

  Expectation

Export declaration,
processing (Pa6)

Partially
resolved

Resolved   

Ship departure slots (Pa7)  Resolved   
Passage through Suez
channel (Pa8)

 Resolved   

Use of import service (Pa9)    Expectation
Overlooked control task
(Pa10)

  Partially
resolved

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0004.xhtml
https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0004.xhtml
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Era 1 (approx. 1985-2000): Fragmented Identity

The five social actors we consider are the shipping company, the shipper, customs/authorities in the AFCT
port, customs/authorities in the EUCT port, and service providers.

With respect to identity, social actors do not have a shared initially at this stage. We may say actors have
a fragmented identity due to the very different and independent schemas and routines as well as resources
being drawn upon by different stakeholder groups. For example, the shipper is interested in getting the
goods though within a given time from the warehouse to the African port, then through customs, onto the
ship, through European customs, and then to the European distributor (since AGRI_PRODs have a limited
shelf life). To avoid delays, in light of the efficiency-at-all-costs mindset, the shipper is willing to pay
facilitation fees (sometimes through service providers) at various points, first to port authorities, who can
potentially delay steps in letting the shipper’s truck through the gate of the port, in loading the cargo, and in
authorizing the departure of the cargo, and second to customs officers, who could cause major delays in the
customs inspection process and in moving the products toward shipping (unless facilitation fees are paid).
They could also, for the right fee, overlook erroneous entries in documents or sign off on false declarations
(regarding the origin of the products and product expiry dates). For example, a manager of SHIPCo noted
that “a box of cash” was often needed to deal with delays. He added:

For [SHIPCo], it is a matter of clearing the manifests and other vessel related documentation. And that has to be
expedited promptly of course to allow entry or departure from the ports. Any delay of course cost a lot of money
… Every importer uses service providers for logistics, custom clearance, and declaration, else their fresh
produce in the containers would get both reduced shelf life and prices.

Another manager added:

That [i.e., paying facilitation fees] is the everyday challenge for anyone doing business in particularly in those
parts of the world.

Speaking about the issue of falsified documents, a senior manager within TECHCo added:

Talking about materials provenance, you know that’s a—yeah, that is, that is a big area. So, for example, you say
you know this cotton is organic. Is it really organic? Is your coffee really fair trade?

Type of Corruption Corruption Event Impact of Policies, Laws, and Digital Technologies
(Including Blockchain)

Era 1 Era 2 Era 3 Era 4*
Documentation-related
corruption

Certificate of origin, issuing
(Pb1)

    

Veterinary certificate, issuing
(Pb2)

    

Physio sanitary certificate,
issuing (Pb3)

    

Export declaration, approval
(Pb4)

  Partially
resolved

 

Import declaration (Pb5)   Resolved  
Tax declaration (Pb6)   Resolved  
Proforma invoices (Pb7)    Expectation
Fake organizations (Pb8)    Expectation

Note: * Expectation: Expert assessment that the behavior can be detected or largely prevented.
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The shipping company would also typically equip its captains or captains of subcontractors with the cash
needed to pay local fees. Beyond paying legitimate fees, ship captains would also use these funds to buy
“gifts” or to “compensate” local authorities and operators for expedient processing, for example, to speed up
the slow verification of documentation before departure. Scheduling ship departures on days when ports
were officially closed or counting on gates being open during after-hours remained a standard practice to
encourage special facilitation fees to be paid to authorities.

Finally, some fees (e.g., a consultancy charge) were offered to agents interfacing with the European
customs authorities to utilize their knowledge on ways to convince authorities that the documents were
credible and to release shipments without delay. Interestingly, many of the facilitation agents in the African
and European ports happened to be former customs officers or port authorities. During this time period, the
focal shipping company went from an official position that corruption was a local, culturally accepted
business practice to starting to see it as a problematic activity that was to be avoided. In operational terms,
corruption-related expenses were removed from the corporate accounting schema. The fact that SHIPCo, a
global shipping company with significant economic power and legitimacy, encouraged such a mindset to
develop and frame internal policies also influenced other social actors in the institutional field. Corrupt
activities where shipping company personnel were directly involved gradually started to diminish (Pa3-Pa6).
For example, to cross the Suez Canal, it was customary to offer “gifts” to the pilots and officials who helped
navigate the ship through the canal itself. The shipping company tried to resist this practice. Yet, in the
absence of a shared resource (e.g., a policy forbidding such facilitation, buy-in by some of the other
shipping companies) and a common anti-corruption identity and related rules and resources, the practice of
offering “gifts” was not fully discontinued. As the CEO of SHIPCo recollected,

For many, many years … sailing through the Suez Canal meant paying hundreds of thousands of dollars [in
addition] to the new [...] state-owned flat rate, plus some cigarettes carton [sic] and a bottle of whiskey to those
who were allowed to drink … [This] was needed to get [keep] things running.

In practice, the availability of flexible/uncontrolled funds and the use of cash (off the books) continued to
enable corrupt local practices, including the use of service providers who officially acted as agents to grease
the palms of authorities. Similar issues were experienced with regard to facilitation fees offered to customs
and other port authorities. As suggested by the literature, an implicit negotiation among the actors ensued,
with a number of rationalization mechanisms being invoked, including the “denial of responsibility” (“What
can I do? My arm is being twisted”), the “denial of injury” (“No one was really harmed”), and empathy with
the poverty of the authorities [4].

Nevertheless, with the official position of the major shipping company with respect to eradicating
corruption-related practices changing, gradually the other shipping companies and some shippers were
beginning to officially oppose paying facilitation fees. Yet other issues such as the falsification of
certificates and other documents as a shipment made its way from the shipper’s warehouse to the
distributor’s warehouse could not be controlled even if the practice of direct corruption was being
discontinued. In addition, given that all transactions between parties in the trade flow involved physical
interchanges using humans, most other points of corruption remained.

Era 2 (Approx. 2000-2015): Disjointed Identity
During the second era, with SHIPCo taking a lead in framing corrupt practices as being harmful for society,
there was some level of cooptation of other shipping companies, and in 2011, the Maritime Anti-Corruption
Network (MACN) was established. Furthermore, with the introduction and increased awareness of
corruption laws, the other shipping companies were increasingly buying into the anti-corruption identity
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officially; however, the enacted identity can be seen as disjointed given that authorities and service providers
were still indirectly being used by the shipping companies for “facilitation.”

SHIPCo was increasingly being pressured by public opinion and home country legislation to establish
and implement a strict internal policy on anti-corruption. In 2009, SHIPCo formulated an anti-corruption
policy as part of its sustainable business practice, and in 2011, it sent 19,000 staff on an anti-corruption
training course. A senior manager said that there was a clear edict by top management that SHIPCo “is not
going to be involved in any sort of facilitation.” Also, being one of the signatory members of an anti-
corruption body among companies involved in international shipping, and engaging with other networks led
by the UN, Oxfam, and African-based interest organizations, SHIPCo sought to clarify what was or was not
considered corrupt behavior and to build a network agreeing to this interpretation. In the end, the distinction
was rooted in what was illegal versus what was not. For example, the senior manager from SHIPCo
expressed the view that the company had a zero-tolerance policy toward corruption but admitted to the
occasional use of service providers who facilitated product flows as part of an efficient business practice:

Well, your first priority is to get the container vessel alongside [the quay] and as soon as possible to maintain
your schedule. Facilitating that … More stuff. Everybody at the receiving end knows it’s more money.

The new strategic anti-corruption alliances formed a key resource to address corruption in certain critical
instances through coordinated action. For example, unlike behaviors in the previous phase, the actors who
were anti-corruption group members, in coordination, refused to pay cash fees or provide gifts for passage
through the Suez channel. The CEO of SHIPCo saw the success at the Suez Canal as an important landmark
winning:

Over the last many years, we have actually managed to eliminate facility [facilitation] fees and pay virtually no..
[fees].

Similarly, through joint actions, the anti-corruption coalition was starting to target certain ports or steps
in the export process, although “in [some] cases, these actions have hurt business.” A manager acting on the
ground at a port recalled:

In the beginning when [SHIPCo] took the stance of not paying, ships got delayed. It took a while—I think up to
a year—before it was accepted and understood.

Overall, the coordinated strategy to target such corruption was successful, and the coalition of social
actors was able to establish anti-corruption schemas for their specific organizations, but managers from
SHIPCo recognized that, to some extent, “we only moved the problem from one place to another as the
corrupt officers would go after someone who wouldn’t resist [trading efficiency for] corruption.”

With respect to the authorities, the September 11 attacks in the US and a series of food-related diseases
(e.g., mad cow, and bird flu) increased emphasis on the need to monitor international shipping without
compromising trade efficiency and harming national competitiveness. The response was to develop
interorganizational systems that allowed for electronic submission of trade information to authorities. Within
customs, these new systems were placed on both the African and European sides and were initially seen as a
panacea to resolving the needs for control and security.

The farmers or traders, however, were getting increasingly unhappy about the rapid growth in the
number of systems they needed to deal with and the explosion in the amount of data they were expected to
provide to authorities in any transaction. Seeing the new systems as a means to implement additional
controls on them, they resisted compliance. As explained by one shipper:

For each country, we need to develop interfaces to each governmental agency. And we are a pan-European
business so we have to do that in almost every European country.
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Therefore, much of the shipping trade continued on paper-based processes since the cost of electronic
submission appeared to be overshadowing the benefits of moving to electronic submission. In addition,
electronic submission practices were not considered secure enough for documents of importance, and paper-
based documents with stamps remained the sole option. Unfortunately, adopting this paper-based option
meant that these crucial documents remained open to forgery and falsification. Even where it was possible to
move to digitized documents, authorities reportedly refused to implement such changes because, as per
some of our interviewees, this would eliminate the possibilities of collecting facilitation fees. In some
governmental agencies, collecting these fees was the only way to supplement the agents’ very meager
salaries, which led to the rationalization of such payments by some of the remaining defenders of the corrupt
order.

Two parallel schemas and routines for shipping therefore were in existence. One was increasingly
digitized, relying on transactions enabled by a growing set of interorganizational systems. This schema was
associated with the increasing use of digital payments. In parallel, the option of completely manual paper-
based processes and cash payments was retained. Not surprisingly, even in 2015, a captain of a ship
travelling between Africa and Europe would carry up to 400 different paper documents associated with the
cargo (and a “box of cash”) on board.

The transition to electronic submission processes proved effective toward eradicating some corrupt
behaviors. First, paper-based documents such as the certificate of origin would be logged at both issuing and
accepting authorities, which meant that when authenticity was found questionable, accepting authorities
could validate a document by checking the system. Second, in contrast to paper-based processes, the
electronic submission systems removed some human intervention (Pa6) and in other instances separated the
sender and receiver from each other (Pa7), making it more challenging to demand that fees be paid in cash.
Third, the systems also logged all activities, contributing to greater transparency and traceability – making it
possible to retrospectively investigate which individuals had been involved in which transaction(s), and to
identify incriminating behaviors. Such traceability resulted in the detection of transactions such as paying
larger sums to pass through the Suez Canal (Pa8).

Yet, despite these successes, some corrupt practices continued for three important reasons. The first is
that the electronic submission systems were claimed by some authorities to not be secure enough to digitize
critical paper documents. Notwithstanding the possibility that this assessment was offered by the defenders
of the corrupt order and by traders who did not have the IT capability to integrate with electronic submission
systems, the practice of using paper documents remained the only option in some important instances. And
as asserted by one operator in AFCT:

The more documentation you need to facilitate downloading, the more openings you have for facilitation and
corruption.

Second, the existence of parallel practices (digital and paper based) made it possible to switch between
the two as convenient. This meant that data collected through the electronic submission systems had blind
spots, and this partially prompted a fall back on corrupt behavior to resolve practical needs at hand. This
also allowed for continued use of service providers who could cater to particular cases when shipments were
not cleared for some reason, making the facilitation payments invisible.

Third, even though data was recorded, it was still trapped in data silos. This meant that judicial systems
were faced with the tedious job of piecing together information, much like in a puzzle, from a range of
sources to trace a process flow, thereby becoming ineffective. As expressed by a senior customs officer, easy
access to data was an impediment to accountability:

I think it is immensely important to have global governing standards in place that the exchange of these
standards standard forms are done electronically and that these data are as much as possible from and to the
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source.

In practice, judicial systems could only act on a few major cases and were always reactive to suspicious
corruption-related behaviors. Eventually, this meant that although the anti-corrupt identity of corruption was
gaining in acceptance given the broader acknowledgement that corruption was damaging to society, there
were enough resources among defenders of corruption (e.g., limitations of technologies) to preserve corrupt
practices, resulting in a disjointed identity with respect to corruption.

Era 3 (approx. 2015-2020): Emergent and gradually spreading anti-corrupt identity

In the words of the CEO of SHIPCo, who had decided to invest in blockchain to streamline the process and
root out corruption:

[Anti-corruption] is the whole purpose of the [blockchain application]. The [blockchain application] must do
two things: it must create visibility, physically.. for the papers … But it must also digitize the documents so that
we get away from … physical document with signature on, etc.

Similarly, a representative from an organization involved in testing the blockchain application in AFCT
stated that, along with the enablement of efficient export, reducing corruption was a driver for the test:

Enabling trade was the bigger picture. What are the main barriers to trade and how can we tackle them. … But
improving control was also a reason. The view of customs was then, and is still, that any piece of technology
that can help in the job is welcome. This can do a lot of good for us, it can improve our targeting, improve in
terms of revenue collection, improve port operations and decrease forgeries in documents like the Phytosanitary
certificate and certificates for agricultural products. That is not in contention to enabling trade.

During the emerging era of blockchain for shipping, there have been clear signs of the anti-corrupt
institutional order becoming dominant, and an anti-corruption identity emerging in the institutional field and
gradually solidifying. A senior director from EUCT customs explained how society was increasingly seeing
corruption as a major societal threat:

The attention put to it [corruption] is much, much, much higher. Criminal organizations are seen as a major
threat to society … smuggling is one of their activities.

The framing in companies has also been shifting from corruption being a necessary evil to their existing
a moral imperative to combat corruption. In recent company reports of progress on anti-corruption, it was
asserted that:

Corruption undermines social and economic development and adds to the cost of participating in global trade …
We maintain near elimination of facilitation payments on our own ships while continuing to develop our
compliance programme [sic] on corruption … We aim to eliminate corruption in the maritime industry through
both multi-stakeholder [sic] collaboration and our own operations … a maritime industry free of corruption that
enables fair trade to the benefit of society at large.

Several concrete examples from trials of blockchain applications document the possibilities to improve
transparency and accountability when blockchain becomes a means to: a) log the flow of products; b)
exchange digital documents; and c) execute smart contracts without human interventions when conditions
are met (e.g., the granting of export permission). The use of blockchain addresses issues arising from the
lack of trust amongst systems as well as among actors, that were previously exploited to enable corruption.
A senior director in EUCT explained:
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Blockchain makes it possible for actors that do not trust each other to share data. There was an actual case when
not even the authorities in a single country trusted each other. One agency did not trust another to access their
data, they thought that for example a customs officers couldn’t be trusted to release a specific certificate or
something because he might be corrupt. The problem was about the traceability of information from the initial
moment it was created and here it turned out that blockchain was a very good solution.

The bridging of data silos was showcased when the blockchain-based solution initially tested in AFCT
was trialed by a customs organization in the Middle East. Among other advantages, the blockchain solution
appeared to eliminate the possibility of a corrupt officer deliberately stalling the issuance of certificates,
such as a certificate of origin (Pa3) as part of the shipping process, and going unnoticed. As a manager at
SHIPCo recounted:

If someone at the port says that you need to pay extra fees because goods needed to [be stored] while waiting for
a missing certificate, you can actually check that against [blockchain application] and see if it’s true.

Furthermore, a trial by customs in an Eastern European country demonstrated how blockchain helped to
detect fabricated or otherwise incorrect documentation in the shipping process (Pb5 and Pb6). A manager of
SHIPCo explained:

Customs officers compared the data provided in the import declaration with the reliable data from the
blockchain-based bill of lading. The found that the weight had been incorrectly stated in the import declaration.
… In another test, the product category stated to tax authorities was different from what was found on the
blockchain. I’m not sure what happened to that in the end, but the authorities asked us to provide data from the
blockchain to use in a legal case.

In several customs authorities, blockchain has been proven to detect goods seeing with false (or
sometimes, not quite accurate) declarations to avoid or lower taxes and tariffs. For example, it was
discovered that garlic was declared as vegetables, e-bikes as bikes, and shoes as sandals. Additionally, by
cross-checking declarations against other documents mediated by the blockchain, it was discovered that the
values of goods were incorrectly declared as being just below the threshold value for tariffs and duty to
assessed.

Positive effects were also confirmed by EUCT customs officers, who explained how they used
blockchain to verify that data provided through other channels had not been tampered with:

We have already several use cases based on [blockchain application]. In one, we were the exiting harbor. We
then traced the goods from its origin to wherever it finally went. And this we did as part of putting sanctions on
the trader. We also used [blockchain application] for goods from the US, where based on the information we got
from the shipping line we couldn’t fully trace the real flow, we couldn’t determine what was the real export and
import … then we used it [blockchain application] to look for additional information and based on this we could
determine that this was indeed a valid process and in this case we used the data to de-risk the shipment.

For EUCT, automating this task using reliable data from the blockchain partially addressed situations
where customs officers were influenced to overlook control tasks (Pa10) or approve export declarations
(Pb4). However, blockchain would not take out the human element of manual inspections when needed. A
customs officer could still pretend to inspect a container and inappropriately approve it.

Contributing to the institutional field’s move toward anti-corrupt practices is the growth in the numbers
of the institutional entrepreneurs pushing for anti-corruption. An EUCT customs manager also mentioned
that this drive to combat corruption benefitted from national governments’ support:

The national government provides extra money for the fight against what they call the undermining of society.
We get extra people, extra stuff, extra money to fight against undermining.
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As expressed by several government officials, corruption is being regarded as a barrier to economic
growth by the public, and extensive petty corruption is upsetting them. The growing number of anti-
corruption bodies, such as the MACN, the World Economic Forum, and the UN have been successful in
their strategies to shape public opinion and are becoming a major resource being drawn upon by institutional
entrepreneurs. The use of blockchain to counter corruption is a strategy encouraged by authorities in
Canada, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Netherlands, and the United States.

Because of this changing identity, along with schemas and rules, and the strengthened legal system
against corruption acting as a dependable resource, local officials are gradually becoming aligned to anti-
corruption, some enthusiastically. For example, a group of customs officials proudly showcased how they
had closed off possibilities for corruption, though there were others who regretted seeing an important part
of their income being diminished. In the latter group, some have remained passive, and a few have been
more active in defending the corrupt order. Some officials involved in, or aiding corruption, had informal
lists of companies who were still paying facilitation fees and those who were not. One of the managers at
SHIPCo recollected:

One time there was a local officer that wanted us to pay, even though we just had made an agreement with some
senior people in the government that we wouldn’t do that. So we called our contact, and he called someone who
then called the local officers saying something like “I told you not [to] ask [SHIPCo] to pay. Anyone else is fine,
but not [SHIPCo]!”

Shipping companies are also getting aligned on the issue of fighting corruption. Importantly, senior
executives in large international companies are very keen to embrace blockchain as it reduces the risk of
company employees acting illegally, behavior for which the executives would be held personally responsible
in the strengthened anti-corruption legal system. A senior manager at SHIPCo confirmed that it was a
consideration that “US authorities were acting as the world’s police.” Within SHIPCo, this has generally
been seen as good for business as it has leveled the playing field between actors, but the senior manager
added that:

It would have been even better if some of the collected fines went back to the states where corruption happened,
to ease the poverty that was one of the root causes for corruption.

While being opposed to corruption, many of the shipping companies are continuing to engage in or
support behaviors that are, in our definition, instances of corruption; however, in strict terms, such behaviors
are not illegal, an example being the reliance on extended opening hours of ports or expedient issuing of
certificates. Such behaviors have thus not been targeted in the blockchain implementation.

SHIPCo’s edict of anti-corruption and strong legal systems, on the social side, and blockchain, on the
technical side, are the key resources against corruption that shippers are drawing on. Through digitalization,
including the strategic use of digital payments and the immutable logging of transactions and documents, a
strong legal system can overcome the monitoring challenges that arise from the spatial and temporal
distance in shipping. The use of blockchain in shipping forms an immutable record of shipping behavior that
is a basis for accountability. Specifically, it automates critical steps in the process flow (“avoiding human
intervention is always good”) through smart contracts, and for the rest of the steps, it records all deviations
in the process flow in way that allows for investigation of abnormalities.

Era 4 (Approx. 2020-2030): Unified and Normalized Anticorrupt Identity

We are just entering Era 4, and as mentioned earlier, this section is prospective in nature, highlighting
anticipated effects of blockchain implementation. These anticipated effects are based on interviews with
shipping industry experts and other participants who have been closely involved with blockchain in
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shipping. Extrapolating from past experiences, some of our interviewees indicated that key actors in the
shipping industry are expecting that the anti-corrupt order will continue to evolve, and eventually become
normalized. The processes being put in place, enabled by digitization and specifically by blockchain, are
more than likely to result in commercial practices with higher efficiency than in the case of manual
processes. In addition, as key actors and countries move to require digitized documentation flows and
processes without exception, participation in these practices will increasingly become a prerequisite for
being part of the trade community. Therefore, the anti-corrupt order that we saw as starting to dominate
during Era 3 is expected to become the norm in Era 4. The anti-corruption actors will become the new
defenders of the institution, and to be part of the business network, all parties will be expected to comply
with the systems (including blockchain applications) with the capability to detect corrupt practices.

Anticipating the future use of Blockchain, experts and representatives of the involved actors envisioned
two distinct effects. First, along the same lines as already seen in test cases, extended possibilities of
corruption detection in both corruption-related process manipulation and document forgery are expected. An
AFCT customs representative acknowledged that they had chosen to implement a blockchain application to
digitize trade flow because it “curbs documentary fraud” (Pa4-Pa5). Similarly, an AFCT customs official
acknowledged that similar to how EUCT customs uses trade data from the blockchain to conduct risk
analysis, they expect that the solution will offer “to get data from the primary source” and thus “offers
improved information traceability” of pro forma invoices (Pb7) and can be used to detect “fake
organizations” set up to carry tax and other duties (Pb8). Ultimately as blockchain allows for digitizing more
steps of the trade process, EUCT customs expects it will reduce the need for agents involved in the manual
facilitation of import (Pa9).

Second, despite the evidence that blockchain can be used to detect incidents of corruption, a TECHCo
manager explained the prevention rather than detection would be the key effect of blockchain:

I think that you know most of our thinking on this has been that it will indirectly reduce corruption … We’re not,
for example, building products to directly attack the problem. We’re building products to increase transparency
… create audit trails. Although I do think that the, you know … the interesting thing about blockchain is it’s an
immutable distributed audit trail. And … you have to have it. You have to have a registered identity on the
blockchain network in order to interact with it. So it becomes very hard to change records after the fact … So I
think I think it makes corruptions [sic] more difficult.

In both AFCT and EUCT, customs authorities assert that the main use of blockchain is corruption
prevention. Detection was seen as an interim state before involved actors realized that there are new
possibilities that authorities have to control corrupt practices. Instead of combating corruption through
detection alone, blockchain encourages good behavior of avoiding corrupt practices, that is, makes it
attractive for the parties to do the right thing, from the customs point of view. In AFCT, the initial
blockchain trial in 2015 was associated with the implementation of the World Customs Organization’s
Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) schema, where trusted traders who submitted all relevant documents
in advance and voluntarily complemented them with additional requested data received benefits such as
rapid customs clearance. A local manager involved in the test explained that based on experiences in other
parts of the government, the ambition was to make possible and incentivize anti-corrupt practices. The
manager said, “The aim was to double the AEO companies.”

Similarly, in EUCT, customs authorities appear to see the use of blockchain as way to reduce the risks in
different trade flows. EUCT customs categorize trade flows as green, yellow, or blue depending on the
availability of reliable data. A senior customs manager explained:

With [blockchain application], we are what I call splitting haystacks. From one big haystack to three different
ones. We have green trade flows that involve only actors that are seen as reliable and that are open. Here we
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have traders and trade routes that are categorized as ‘trusted’. The green flow is a haystack with low risk. The
blue flow is where we have no additional data, here we know very little. This [blockchain application] de-risk
trade flows from blue to yellow. Yellow flows are where we have a lot of additional data that we can trust and
cross-validate, like the one from [blockchain application]. We are trying to create a haystack where we know
there is nothing wrong. So, [blockchain application] does not help us to find risk, but to create a haystack where
we know there is nothing wrong. It’s more focused on de-risking. And then we can focus inspections on the blue
stack. Of course, the green and yellow flows can be hijacked, but the blue flow is where we need to focus. Here
we have trade flows with a non-compliance rate of 90-95 perecent.

Therefore, while initial use of blockchain has been used to detect and prosecute corrupt behaviour, the
future strategic use of blockchain in global shipping rests in its potential to encourage transparent behaviors
and appropriate declarations that prevent corruption. As asserted by a customs expert from TECHCo:

You can, however, make it easy to identify them [corrupt parties] and prosecute them. And then that maybe
prevents them from taking bad actions.

In summary, Table 4 presents an overview of how the identified points of corruption have been, and are
expected to be, impacted by digitalization. It is noteworthy that current use of digital technologies including
blockchain applications has not demonstrated significant impact on some of the corruption points identified
earlier. Regarding this matter, two contributing explanations are put forward. The first is that some human
actions fall outside the domain addressed. This includes many elements of port operations, for example,
managing the gating in to the port (Pa1) and port operating hours (Pa2). A manager from AFCT explained
the impact of the “human element”:

There are these who want to comply. But then there are these who want to circumvent the system. Technology
won’t determine the number of invoices you upload or the value you write on those invoices. People will still
declare that they bring in X number of tires in a container, but then you find that they have smaller tires hidden
within the big ones. And then a customs officers need to look carefully and report what he sees [they see]. This
human element is not taken care of by [blockchain application], but the intention is that you can track [actions]
and that you can also reward those who are complying with special green-light processing. Technology is a way
to support those who want to comply …

Similarly, a manager from SHIPCo noted the futility of isolated technical solutions to deep-rooted social
issues such as corruption and fraud, saying:

You can just as well push a button when you shouldn’t as you can stamp a document when you shouldn’t.

A manager from EUCT customs echoed this sentiment regarding the limits of blockchain:

The problem with blockchain and trade is the physical dimension. Yes, this is secure from the point when the
information exists. But how do you ensure that the initial data is correct? That what you put on the blockchain is
actually the real phytosanitary certificate? That’s the main issue, that point of converting the physical to digital.

This reasoning applies to the issuing of certificates (Pb1-Pb3). If what gets stored on the blockchain is
incorrect in the first place, it does not matter that it is an immutable record. In the end, the context of
blockchain use is critical to its impact. And while there is initial evidence as well as extensive agreement on
the potential of blockchain to combat corruption, a local manager in AFCT offered an opinion representative
of many actors:

There is always a lot of enthusiasm in the prospect, but when it comes to actual implementation things are
typically slower. … It’s going to be a gradual process.

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/t0004.xhtml
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Discussion

While the overall nature of the model, presented in Figure 2, is similar to that of Misangyi et al. [62] and
other high-level frameworks based on institutional theory, a number of issues specific to addressing
corruption with blockchain have been revealed. These issues are highlighted and specified via the
alphabetical numbering of arrows in Figure 2.

The first is a clear realization that blockchain is only a resource—it is not a solution, certainly not a
silver bullet. The material properties of data integrity and data sharing do not automatically offer desirable
affordances to the actors or get actualized without a supportive set of conditions. This assertion is consistent
with discussion on “the increasingly symbiotic relationship between IT and organization” [96] where
blockchain, on the one hand (see arrow a, Figure 2), enables transparency across data silos and high level of
data security in the supply chain, and, on the other hand, new practices emerge that replace social
interaction, for instance while handing over paper documents, with digital documents, leading to the need
for additional technologies and policies (arrow b).

These digital documents together with blockchain affordances and anti-corruption and corporate policies
become new resources for the institutional entrepreneurs to draw upon (arrow c). In this context, the ability
of institutional entrepreneurs, in particular, the relevant corporate actors to shape current practices is critical
(arrow d). It is also important to recognize the fact that as a resource, blockchain is leveraged to combat
corruption in two distinct ways. One is that it provides transparency to processes and immutable
information flows. The other, generally seen as more relevant by operational staff, is its potential to enhance
efficiency in the supply chain by speeding up the flow of goods through better monitoring [53]. In our
investigated case, the blockchain was, among other things, an entry point to an important commercial
business network requiring its use. This means that actors were inclined to use the blockchain for the
purpose of shipping efficiency and commercial development, thereby minimizing adoption resistance, but by
doing so, they also indirectly contributed to implementing anti-corrupt schemas and routines (arrow e). This
dual use of the blockchain made it particularly powerful as a basis for an anti-corruption strategy.

Second, given that a blockchain had been strategically positioned as having a key role in combating
corruption within a global shipping institutional field (an interorganizational setting with multiple social

Figure 2. A framework depicting how corruption is reproduced, resisted, and eradicated, based on [62]

https://www.tandfonline.com/reader/content/17d364dc4c8/10.1080/07421222.2021.1912919/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/f0002.xhtml
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actors), a significant social change process supported by existing resources had to ensue for given social
actor(s) to form an identity against corruption (arrow i), to contribute to the changing of the existing schema
(arrow h), and to develop routines consistent with this new self-conception (arrow f) [10]. This
understandably required several rounds of negotiation, cooptation, or even coercion amongst relevant social
actors (arrow j) before a world-view could emerge, one that would support a specific identity with respect to
corruption [cf. 14]. This formation of a normalized identity (such as one related to a moral imperative to
fight a societal malady) required a framing that resonated with all/most actors and would become difficult to
oppose. It also required the actors coalescing around this identity to develop the capacities to implement
associated schemas and routines. In our case, relevant authorities needed to acquire or develop the expertise
(arrow f) consistent with the schema/rules to assess blockchain-based documents with the same precision as
experienced officers would have previously inspected the stamps of potentially falsified paper documents.
They also needed to develop analytical capacities to benefit from the sudden availability of product-tracking
data from the blockchain application (arrows a and e).

Third, social resources such as policies or technological resources such as blockchain will seldom lead to
institutional change. Our study suggests that there has to be a simultaneous, sequential, or recursive
harnessing of social and technological resources to create the right foundation for change over time.
Changing identity takes time, and the anti-corruption schema/rules (arrow g) that are expected to guide the
future need to be amplified in support of such identity transformation [36].

The sociotechnical nature of the process is clear. For example, blockchain without a supportive social
system (laws, schema, and routines undermining corruption, etc.) would be rendered ineffective through
workarounds and other avoidance mechanisms to the digitization of critical documents in the process. It is
also clear that institutional entrepreneurs play a crucial role because they have to help destroy institutional
barriers [54] in the adoption of anti-corruption programs [65]. They do this based on their interpretation of
the role of blockchain (arrow c) and how they change practices and invest in the technology (arrow d) [22].
It is interesting to note that it was in part the individual motivation of top managers at SHIPCo to not get
into legal trouble (given the emergence of resources in the form of new corruption laws, i.e., the new
understanding of corruption laws) that triggered their interest in implementing blockchain; in other words,
the initial motivation was not really to eradicate corruption but arguably self-preservation (arrows a and b).
Thus, the social interpretations of digital technologies and other resources such as laws by different social
actors need to be understood and harnessed.

Finally, we note that blockchain is an advanced digital technology enhancing our ability to observe and
monitor in and around organizations to get desirable information [80]. Observations depend on the
transparency of key participants’ actions [38]. Together with backbone technologies such as enterprise
resource planning systems, customer relationship management systems, and data analytics packages,
blockchain is known to contribute to transparency by providing data integrity and traceability [71] to
participants in the ecosystem, including shippers, third-party logistics providers, freight forwarders,
intermodal operators (e.g., train operators), government authorities, ocean carriers, and financial service
providers. Our analysis shows a critical distinction between blockchain and preexisting digital technologies
in the form of traditional IS. While IS acted to digitize islands of work, blockchain is acting to connect the
islands in a way that has been acceptable to the actors; this is needed given the amount of coordination
required to combat corruption. Past attempts, for example, the European Union–funded Information
Technology for Adoption and Intelligent Design for E-Government and Common Assessment and Analysis
of Risk in Global Supply Chains projects, have failed to develop a common global supply chain
infrastructure. One explanation has been that the proposed centralized infrastructure was not adopted
because it was not able to protect sensitive corporate data. However, in the case of blockchain, there is the
perception that it offers a secure solution. Blockchain works at the intersection of actors, expanding upon
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and unleashing the capacities of existing digital components. Without these preexisting digital technologies,
the blockchain implementation would not have been possible, but without the blockchain, these isolated IS
could not have been integrated. Once integrated, the black boxes in the product flow change in nature, and
do not readily support the possible use of service providers as corruption agents, by shipping companies and
shippers/traders. In this sense, blockchain reduces opportunities for corruption.

This discovery puts further emphasis on the need to better understand blockchain relative to the concept
of transparency. It is widely recognized that transparency is a key feature of blockchain technology;
however, the ways in which blockchain contributes to transparency has yet to be conceptualized. Inspired by
and adapting the discussions on transparency in the management and organizational literature [18] and the
findings in our study, we can conceptualize four closely related roles of blockchain transparency:

• In the first role, blockchain can be seen as a reconnaissance technology that collects data, for
example, documents, from a process or activity and makes it available to the network. This can
increase the awareness of process performance by sharing data across networks.

• In the second role, it can be seen as a visualization technology that provides data and information
about a process or set of activities. This can reduce uncertainty about the arrival of goods.

• In the third role, it can be seen as a regulation technology which offers close, constant, and
comprehensive control of processes. This can affect any participant in the network by enforcing a
Big Brother effect, which increases compliance.

• In the fourth role, it can be seen as a disclosure technology that makes new or previously unknown
data and information known. This can improve market efficiency by reducing information
asymmetry but can also be a cause of serious opposition from actors seeking to keep some
information hidden.

This conceptualization addresses the call to theorize blockchain at the protocol, interaction, and
application levels [74]. Previously, governance and trust issues could be found at protocol level [17], while
at the interaction level, we found framing related to generativity [5], and at the application level, we found
privacy framing [19, 23]. The aforementioned blockchain transparency conceptualization brings
interorganizational relationships and ecosystems into the transparency literature and thereby goes beyond
the traditional boundaries of transparency research that have generally been confined to organizations and
individuals. This conceptualization is not only an answer to some calls for research but also a call for new
research.

Practical Implications: Blockchain as a Strategy to Combat Corruption

Our study brings at least three important implications for anti-corruption actors with an interest in
employing blockchain as a strategy to combat corruption. First, the basis for such use of blockchain is an
understanding of how closely corrupt and fraudulent practices are tied to the overall institutional identity of
corruption. Succeeding with a blockchain strategy to combat corruption is as at least as much a network-
building process as it is a technology development and implementation initiative.

Second, among the resources leveraged to this end, a unique aspect of blockchain is that its functionality
is twofold. It is both a tool for efficiency and for transparency. While for corruption combating, the
transparency feature is directly applicable, the efficiency feature makes compliance more attractive. In our
study, we showed that actors were migrating toward the anti-corruption practice initially not because of their
shared non-corruption identity but because of the efficiency gains in marketing as well as operations
activities that the technology promised. The role of promised operational efficiency gains, along with
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providing access to new partners that could potentially make the process more commercially viable, was
particularly useful in getting buy-in from different stakeholders. In other words, successful implementations
of blockchain should seek to harness these dual features of the technology to build critical mass.

Third, blockchain is not a stand-alone technology. Instead, it works by catalyzing and extending already
existing digital technologies. In our case, it made existing data in silos accessible and added security to
existing document processing so that the eventual handling of the most sensitive documents became
acceptable. However, without this pre-installed base of digital components, the implemented blockchain
would not have been effective. Therefore, practice should recognize that blockchain needs a foundation of
an elaborate installed digital base when used as part of a strategy to combat corruption.

It is also important to acknowledge some limitations or boundary conditions of our work on using
blockchain in combating corruption. They include the following:

• When key social actors in the field do not deem a given behavior as illegal or something wrong, it
does not seem to matter when such a behavior is highlighted as undesirable by actors considered
outsiders—it does not seem to trigger any change. For example, given that restricting opening
hours for the purpose of being able to charge exorbitant out-of-hours fees was not illegal, the
practice continued to be seen as normal for one of the ports be studied.

• Some corruption, for example, the issuing of certificates, happens outside the field of blockchain.
Officers can push a button and issue a false certificate when they should not. With the false
certificate in the system, blockchain cannot help in preventing or detecting corruption or fraud.

• Finally, of the different kinds of corruption, grand corruption is very different in nature than the
corrupt practices we discuss, and consequently, would need a radically different approach to
combat relevant behaviors.

Conclusion

Corruption, whether systemic or petty, and related fraud still remains in the global shipping industry, but the
mechanisms to effectively fight it are emerging. Historically, anti-corruption bodies and organizations have
relied upon policies and legal framework to battle corruption. However, with digital technologies in general
and blockchain in particular, anti-corruption actors have new resource at their disposal. We see how
blockchain can fight both process and document-related corruption on a global scale across continents and
economies, bringing to attention the misuse of funds for improper gift giving, kickbacks, or inappropriate
social activities [59,60], in the same way that an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system provided
transparency for internal business processes and activities. In particular, institutional entrepreneurs, whether
individuals or organizations, have drawn upon these new emerging resources such as blockchain and social
enablers such as policies and laws in their quest to change the world. They have sought to transform
practices and to shape the identity of the industry—toward corruption-free operations. While this was
happening, a progressively shrinking number of defenders of the old legacy of corruption were hard at work;
however, resources such as technologies and policies/laws, and the framing of the corruption cause
continued to resonate with the key stakeholders, and resulted in the development of a shared purpose and
identity, making it increasingly difficult to defend the old legacy. While we celebrate the positive
developments, drawing on Rousseau [75], we hasten to add a note of caution that transparency alone cannot
accomplish the anti-corruption goals; in fact, it “may instead of exposing frauds, only conceal them; for
prudence is never so ready to conceive new precautions as knavery is to elude them.” In other words, there
is a chance that regardless of the sophistication of blockchain, fraudsters and dishonest individuals will find
new ways to corrupt the system or use the system to their advantage [52].
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The framework (Figure 2), adapted from [62], presents a theoretical understanding of how corruption can
be resisted, and eradicated in the long run. Clearly, digital technologies have an important role, and
blockchain, with its unique material properties, is becoming part of the technological strategy of many firms.
Blockchain is sometimes changing ingrained, undesirable behaviors, and can be part of a sociotechnical
solution to corruption in global shipping and elsewhere.
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